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ReCreateX (RCX) is the software platform that serves as a complete solution for leisure centres and services. ReCreateX supports an unlimited number of users and can be used in both small and large scale venues. ReCreateX has been designed
using the most recent Microsoft technology and is based on an SQL database.
Syx Automations offers ReCreateX as a client server application and as a hosted application.
Integration is a key factor: RCX can be linked to dozens of financial, administrative and technical applications.

RECREATEX COURSE
MANAGEMENT TOOL
The ReCreateX Course management tool has been developed in close collaboration with the market in order to
monitor students in a very simple and quick way, from the registration onto the waiting list up to the presentation of diplomas and certificates. During the courses, detailed information
can be captured, for example attendance or the achieved
results per skill and level.
Customers can register on site, if required at the counter, or
through the Internet via the online registrations module.

INTERNET
Customers no longer have to queue onsite but can also enrol online onto a waiting list or lesson group.
For all payments, ReCreateX integrates with an online payment provider of your choice.
Students results can be published online through a link on your own Website. The results are immediately visible and will
show in which fields the student has obtained high scores and in which areas efforts will still have to be made.
Parents, family or the students themselves can login using a personal user name and password. This way their progress can
be tracked online.

HIGHLIGHTS
□ Manage waiting lists and lesson groups

□ Possibility to use preferential lesson groups

□ Manage lesson scoring

□ Integration with access control. Thanks to visitor registration, a green or red icon is visualised. In this way, it is
possible to check if the student was present or not on
the selected lesson date.

□ Renew course membership
□ Transfer students to another lesson group

□ Work planning of instructors, linked to lessons

□ Print diplomas

□ Consult transfer history

□ Ability to identify students by photograph

□ Consult student follow-up history: follow up all transactions of 1 or several instructors within a certain period

□ Keep track of attendance
□ Possibility to add extra information per student
□ Possibility to indicate priority during registration through
a waiting list

□ All sorts of reports are available: list of participants per
lesson group, list of students present, attendance, list
of achievements per student, follow-up of students per
level, list of students per level, etc.
The module has been developed according to Dutch
government guidelines such as the NPZ-NRZ platform, but
can also be a
 pplied for all other desired course methods.

□ Graphical calendar overview of lessons in Outlook
style

PDA & TABLET
A perfect addition is the PDA or tablet. With a PDA or tablet, the
swimming instructor can enter pupils’ scores on the side of the pool.
Because everything is done in real time, through an integrated wireless network, the administrative tasks of the instructors are reduced
to a minimum. The data in the central database is updated automatically in real time so that the instructor no longer has to enter the
scores afterwards.
The PDA can also be used to scan membership and lesson cards
and as an extra mobile point of sale for taking orders in your catering facilities.

ABOUT SYX AUTOMATIONS
Syx Automations, with headquarters in Ypres (BE) and offices in Nijkerk (NL) and London (UK) is active in the field of software
and automation solutions for the leisure market.
For 25 years already, Syx Automations has been a valued ICT company with over 70 professional employees. Innovative
software development by the subsidiary SyDelSoft® and continuous customer awareness lead to progressive solutions
aimed at the leisure market. Syx Automations focuses on total projects based on the ReCreateX software platform, developed in-house for public recreation services, swimming pools, museums, theatres and recreation parks. Other core competences of SA include IT services, access control systems and our own building management system.
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